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HISTORY

The Nonpartisan League was founded in North Dakota by A.C. Townley in 1915 at the height of the Progressive movement in the Northwest. Among its aim was to initiate state-owned mills, grain elevators, bank, and hail insurance company in order to protect the farmers from grain speculators and other business interests. In 1916, the league won the governor's seat by electing Lynn J. Frazier and controlled the state legislature in 1919 when it was able to enact its entire program. Troubles with its programs, leadership defections and Independent Voters Association attacks weakened the League and by 1921, it began to fall apart. After 1932 it became a political machine, and in 1956 it affiliated with the Democratic Party.
SCOPE AND CONTENT

This Nonpartisan League collection has been assembled by the Institute staff over a long period. It is by no means comprehensive, but is rather a collection of what has become available to the Institute from a wide number of sources.

The Correspondence Series contains twelve letters including from A.C. Townley, L.D. Griffith, Alfred Knutson, Leon Durocher, and A.E. Brine. Many letters are reminiscences about the League written in the 1950's to Institute staff member Leonard Sackett. The Bylaws file contains the 1921 bylaws of the North Dakota Branch, and the 1954-1956 constitution and bylaws.

The Publications Series contains various both pro and anti-league items. Consult the contents listings for specific items.

The Subject files contain a variety of material related to the League from 1917 to the 1950s. All container listing entries are self-explanatory.
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A Letter from one who joined the Nonpartisan League, by Elmer Anderson
"The Nonpartisan League and some of its North Dakota experiments," by H. C. Young, Nonpartisans bitterly opposed Federal Farm Loan Act
North Dakota's reward for electing Nonpartisan League officers, 1920
The 116 Nonpartisan League Members of the 16th Legislative, 1920
Our Socialist Autocracy
Our Taxes and the cost of our State Government
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Take Your Choice on November Seventh
'This is 'My War," by Tom Parker Junkin, ca. 1918
Townleyism Unmasked
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Bibliography by E. C. Blackorby, 1938
Cartoon "Birds of a feather flock together," 1953
Farmer Worker Conference, Fargo, N.D., 1954 - Legislative Guide
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Miscellaneous newspaper quotes
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